Research
How do I find sources for my assignments?

Scene 1
When working on an assignment, it’s tempting to go right to Google for all your information. Its fast and easy to use.
[Example of google search engine]

Scene 2
However, the sources you find are not always the best ones.
[A List of strategies appear, each with either a checkmark or “X” beside it symbolizing good and bad resources. A male character appears and begins pondering the given sources.]

Scene 3
Research strategies will help you find relevant, trustworthy sources and help you recognize quality over quantity.
[5 stars appear and are eventually highlighted indicating high quality. These five stars sit over a group of grey stars symbolizing quality over quantity.]

Scene 4
With these skills, it will be a lot easier to find what you need.
[Man standing on mountain looking through a telescope.]

Thanks For Watching